Make Your Own Children’s Book for Baby!
Choose a character, want, complication, helper, and action from the list below, and
then write the story (with illustrations!) in the provided blank books. Or create your
own story!

Character

Wants

Bricks the
Dinosaur
Apples the Tree

chocolate chip
cookies
world peace

Chewbarka the
Puppy
Hoppity the
Bunny
Meowsic the
Kitten
Suzy the Scientist

a house made of
books
to be a monster

Walter the Crow
Smiles the
Octopus

to slide down a
rainbow
everyone to
laugh at the same
time
to lead an
orchestra
a magic wand

But
(complication)
aliens invade
from outer space
grownups won’t
allow it
everyone falls
asleep
there’s an
earthquake
it’s snowing

Helper

Action

he/she is
grounded

wakes everyone
up
has all the
ingredients
tells the best
jokes
works at a used
bookstore
knows a
leprechaun
has an alien
cousin

a mean fairy
curses him/her
nobody wants to
help

teaches at
Hogwarts
knows how to
craft an argument

Friend, grownup,
neighbor, or
magically
appears!
Choose from
character list.

Resolution

Up to you!
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